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1 Theoretical Background
Competence: shared understandings of good and
appropriate performance & skills required to perform

Material: objects,
infrastructure, tools,
hardware and the body
itself

Meaning: mental
activities, emotion and
motivational knowledge

Source: Shove et al. 2012
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1. Theoretical Background
How to change practices?

Source: Christensen & Ropke 2005

2. Research Question
Household A

Company

Employee A

reduction of
resources use and
emission output

The workplace as setting or “meso structure” for sustainable consumption practices
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2. Research Question
Household A

Company

effects on private routines

(3)

(1)
enabling structure for
Employee A sustainable consumption

(2)

reduction of
resources use and
emission output

integration of
employees
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3. Research Design: Case Studies
Companies in Germany (n = 8)

Sectors

“Greening Goliaths” (3)

“Growing Green Davids” (5)

• washing and cleaning devices,
and cosmetics

• washing and cleaning devices,
cosmetics, and pharmaceutical
products
• mail order and retail sales

• mail order
• consumer goods and retail
sales

• print and online media
• electricity supply

Size

2.000 to 5.500 employees

60 to 900 employees

Location

urban, metropolitan

rural, provincial

3. Research Design: Methods
Research question (1):
• document analysis, e.g. sustainability reports
• guided interviews with company managers
• focus group discussions with employees
• survey among the entire staff
Research question (2):
• group discussions with employees
• observation of innovation workshops
Research question (3):
• narrative interviews
• (evaluation of innovations)
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4. Preliminary Results

•

All companies attempt to engage their employees in sustainable consumption
patterns, but differ regarding the provision of materials, competences and
meanings

•

Differences how sustainability is integrated and interpreted within the
company influences how employees perform sustainable practices

•

Some companies concentrate on a specific consumption area depending on
the respective core business function, e.g. supplier for green electricity,
publisher of organic nutrition issues

•

External context factors can limit sustainable consumption of employees, e.g.
availability of public transportation, regional cultural habits (car driving,
eating meat)

4. Preliminary Results: Types of Enabling Structures
Type A “Holistic”
organizational meaning
of sustainability

meaning

all employees are responsible to act sustainably
(company as “real world experiment”)

• integration of employees in innovation processes
• ideas for transforming practices are directly tested

competences

• informal meetings
• formal opportunities, e.g. trainings or personal coaching

materials

• energy and resource efficient infrastructure and interior
in all consumption areas
• financial incentives for all employees
• materials requirements for the performance of
‘alternative’ practices (e.g. parking space for car
sharing, soda streamer, shower)
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4. Example: Enabling the Practice “Cycle to Work”
 Repair workshop for women
 Bike representative
 Annual bike check
Sinn

Competence
 Bike leasing (tax
advantage)
 Vouchers for daily
bicyclists
 Bike repair grant for
frequent drivers






Material

Rental of ponchos, bike trailer
Compressed air station
Roofed bike parking racks
Showers
Personal bicycle helmet for each
employee

Meaning

 Competition “cycle to
work“ (20 days without
car) with lottery
 Awarded by the German
Cyclist’s Association as
“most bicycle friendly
business“
 Awarded by NGO for EcoMinded Management as
“Germany’s most bicycle
friendly employer“

4. Preliminary Results: Types of Enabling Structures
Type B “Selective”
organizational meaning
of sustainability

meaning

competences

materials

founding impulse (focus on customers, not on
employees)

• rules (partially) unclear
• free rider phenomenon
• organizational differences regarding hierarchies,
gender or age
options for informal meetings, but rarely formal
opportunities
• energy and resource efficient infrastructure and interior
in some consumption areas, e.g. Green PCs
• financial incentives only for manager
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4. Preliminary Results: Types of Enabling Structures
Type C “Fragmented”
organizational meaning
of sustainability

sustainability management (focus on core business)

meaning

• no rules exist or rules for unsustainable activities
• little integration of employees in innovation processes

competences

not addressed or reduced to cognitive knowledge, e.g.
campaigns for awareness raising

materials

exist partially, but are sometimes not known
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5. Conclusions: Criteria for Effective Enabling Structures
•

Structures and offers in the company should address all three elements of practices,
all consumption areas and all employees to enable sustainable consumption
practices

•

Campaigns for sustainable behavior should address the whole staff, take place
regularly and be embedded in long lasting enabling structures, e.g. container for
used office supplies, platform for car pooling or parking spaces for car sharing

•

Involving employees in the development and implementation of “innovations” at
the workplace helps to understand, where practical knowledge is lacking, e.g. rules
for printing, how to reuse office material, how to not waste foodstuff

•

The interpretation of the company as a “real world experiment” for sustainability is
a driver for the implementation of new practices and re-crafting practices
– Higher acceptance of new or transformed practices (reduced organizational split)
– Ideas are directly tested
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